For HMA overlay thickness more than 0.43’ or concrete overlay.

**OVERLAYS**

FOR HMA OR CONCRETE OVERLAY

**DETAIL “A”**

For HMA overlay thickness more than 0.43” or concrete overlay.

**NOTES:**

1. For limits of tapered edge and vertical edge treatments, see Standard Plan P74.
2. Details shown for HMA overlay thickness less than 0.43”. See Detail “A” for HMA overlay thickness more than 0.43” or concrete overlay.
3. For locations and limits of shoulder backing or embankment see project plans.
4. Grade existing ground to place tapered edge, 1’ minimum width.
5. Tapered edge transverse joint must match overlay transverse joint.
6. Tapered edge is not needed in the area of WS, barrier, right-turn lane and acceleration lane. See Standard Plan P74.